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Abstract Working memory (WM) and intraindividual vari-
ability (IIV) in processing speed are both hypothesized to
reflect general attentional processes. In the present study, we
aimed at exploring the relationship betweenWM capacity and
IIV in reaction times (RTs) and its possible variation with
development across the lifespan. Two WM tasks and six RT
tasks of varying complexity were analyzed in a sample of 539
participants, consisting of five age groups: two groups of
children (9–10 and 11–12 years of age), one group of young
adults, and two groups of older adults (59–69 and 70-89 years
of age). Two approaches were adopted. First, low-span and
high-span individuals were identified, and analyses of vari-
ance were conducted comparing these two groups within each
age group and for each RT task. The results consistently
showed a span effect in the youngest children and oldest
adults: High-span individuals were significantly faster and
less variable than low-span individuals. In contrast, in young
adults no difference was observed between high- and low-
span individuals, whether in terms of their means or IIV.
Second, multivariate analyses were conducted on the entire
set of tasks, to determine whether IIV in RTs brought different
information than the mean RT. The results showed that, al-
though very strongly correlated, the mean and IIV in speed
should be kept separate in terms of how they account for
individual differences in WM. Overall, our results support
the assumption of a link between WM capacity and IIV in
RT, more strongly so in childhood and older adulthood.
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The objective of the present article is to address the issue of the
relationship between working memory (WM) capacity and
within-task intraindividual variability (IIV) in reaction time
(RT) tasks, investigating whether this relationship might vary
across the lifespan. In this introduction, we will briefly present
our approach to WM—in conformity with the demand of the
editor of this special issue—and then discuss why a potential
relationship can be hypothesized between WM and IIV and
whether individual differences in WM could be related to IIV.

As a number of researchers interested in developmental and/
or individual differences in WM, we consider the performance
in WM tasks to be determined by a set of underlying attentional
processes. These processes, such as the activation and inhibition
of relevant informational units, are considered to become more
efficient with age, accounting for part of cognitive development
in children, and to vary in efficacy across individuals. We
consider WM to be an index of what has frequently, and rather
loosely, been labeled general resources. WM capacity, while
remaining severely limited, increases with age both because of
an increase in neurobiological mechanisms and because the use
of resources becomes more efficient with experience. There is
here a major point of departure between cognitive experimen-
talists, on the one hand, and developmentalists and
differentialists, on the other hand. The first group is interested
in the functioning and underlying processes of WM and sug-
gests the existence of a WM system; the latter researchers are
primarily interested in the capacity ofWM, its changes with age
and across individuals, and its predictive character with respect
to other, more complex aspects of cognition. According to that
second perspective, the processes and mechanisms underlying
WM are not necessarily specific to aWM system. Baddeley and
Hitch’s (1974) initial WM model, which proved so fruitful in
yielding an enormous amount of experimental studies, is the
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leading model of the first type of approach, whereas Pascual-
Leone’s (e.g., 1987) approach and, more generally, neo-
Piagetian models are representatives of the latter perspective.
A common ground for these two lines of research and theoriz-
ing might not seem easy to identify; it has, however, been
suggested that the central executive (CE) component of the
Baddeley and Hitch model, which is explicitly defined as an
attentional component, provides such possibilities (Baddeley,
1986; Baddeley & Hitch, 1994). The further developments
proposed by Baddeley (e.g., 1993) in the definition of the CE
have brought this component very close to the North American
tradition of WM research, as well as to neuropsychological
studies of executive functions (see de Ribaupierre, 2000).
Furthermore, Baddeley (2000) suggested that the introduction
of the episodic buffer provides a better basis for tackling the
more complex aspects of executive control in WM. Neverthe-
less, Baddeley and Hitch (2000) considered that their model
and Pascual-Leone’s are independent views and should con-
tinue “developing alongside each other,” but might “in due
course reach a common solution” (see also de Ribaupierre &
Bailleux, 2000; Pascual-Leone, 2000). We share this vision,
but consider that these two approaches can already be com-
bined, at least from an empirical perspective.

The present article falls within the developmental and
individual-differences perspective; in particular, we do not view
WM as an independent cognitive system, but consider that WM
tasks index attentional processes that are also at work in other
tasks. Indeed, more specific to a developmental and individual-
differences perspective like ours is the proposition that WM
reflects the interplay of activation and inhibition mechanisms
shared with other cognitive functions, and that differences in
WM capacity reflect differences in those mechanisms. These
commonmechanismsmight therefore explain the close relation-
ships that WM entertains with executive functions and with
other broad cognitive functions, such as fluid intelligence (Gf).
Neo-Piagetians, in particular Pascual-Leone, were precursors
not in proposing the existence of a set of attentional processes
labeled WM (e.g., Broadbent, 1958), but rather in suggesting
that cognitive development is in large part explained by an
increase in WM capacity (Case, 1978, 1985; Case, Kurland, &
Goldberg, 1982; Dasen& de Ribaupierre, 1987; de Ribaupierre,
1997; de Ribaupierre & Bailleux, 1994, 2000; Pascual-Leone,
1970, 1987, 2000, 2011; Pascual-Leone & Goodman, 1979;
Pascual-Leone & Johnson, 2005). Among the neo-Piagetians,
Pascual-Leone offered the most detailed account of how atten-
tional capacity, as measured by WM tasks, is determined (e.g.,
Pascual-Leone, 1987). He suggested that three mechanisms act
in combination: (1)M power, a mechanism boosting the activa-
tion weight of a number of informational units (chunks or
schemes); (2)an inhibition mechanism (I) that serves to deacti-
vate, or diminish, the saliency of misleading or distracting
stimuli; and (3)executive schemes that serve to direct M and I
activation (or deactivation, as concerns I) onto the relevant

schemes. Other mechanisms have also been postulated in the
complete and complex picture that Pascual-Leone has given of
cognitive development, but the interplay of these three mech-
anisms is the crucial one from a developmental and differential
point of view. All three mechanisms change with development
in terms of both size and efficacy, with executive schemes
being more closely dependent on previous experience than
are M and I, which rely on neurobiological substrates. Individ-
ual differences, within a given developmental level, are to be
explained mainly by differences in inhibition and executive
schemes.

Among the various models that have been proposed more
recently in cognitive psychology, Cowan’s (2005) model is in
our view very close to those neo-Piagetian models, as well as to
the perspective that we adopt in the present article. For Cowan
(2005), WM is not a system structurally different from long-
term memory. It contains a small amount of information that
must be kept available for use in cognitive tasks, consisting of
both automatically and attentionally activated information, the
latter of which is in the focus of attention. Cowan (2001) has
suggested, on the basis of a number of task analyses, that the
upper limit of the focus of attention is relatively invariant across
situations (a proposal very close to the neo-Piagetian one) and
amounts to three or four items in adults (vs. amaximumof seven
independent items in Pascual-Leone’s theory, and four complex
units in Case’smodel). For Cowan et al. (2005), measures of this
capacity correlate well with intelligence and aptitude tests, and
the size of the focus of attention increases with age.

From a differential perspective, Engle and his collaborators
have empirically shown for a number of years that high-span
individuals, as assessed by WM tasks, differ from low-span
individuals in terms of attentional resources, in particular as
concerns their efficacy in inhibiting irrelevant information and
maintaining the task goals in mind (Conway, 1996; Conway
& Engle, 1994; Engle, Cantor, & Carullo, 1992; Engle, Con-
way, Tuholski, & Shisler, 1995). Engle and colleagues have
also shown, in young adults, that WM tasks are general, rather
than specific, in nature and correlate with—or probably even
determine—performance in terms of other cognitive func-
tions, such as executive functions or fluid intelligence (Con-
way, Kane, & Engle, 2003; Engle, 2002; Engle, Kane, &
Tuholski, 1999).

Lifespan and cognitive-aging researchers have also empha-
sized the important role of WM in older adulthood. In all
studies, older adults present lower WM capacity than do
young adults (Park et al., 2002; Salthouse, 1990, 1992,
1994, 2010); this shows particularly in complex, and/or non-
verbal WM tasks. To our knowledge, no detailed account of
how and why WM capacity decreases with age in adulthood
has been presented, which would provide a counterpart to the
neo-Piagetian models of the growth of WM during childhood.
Hasher and colleagues (Hasher & Zacks, 1988; Stoltzfus,
Hasher, & Zacks, 1996) have suggested that a decrease of
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the efficacy of inhibition might be responsible for lower WM
performance. They have provided abundant evidence of less
efficient inhibition in older adults, but have not empirically
demonstrated the link between WM and inhibition. WM is
also related to other cognitive functions in older adulthood, in
particular with processing speed, known to be one of the most
universal functions that declines with age. For Salthouse, for
instance, WM is related to both processing speed and fluid
intelligence (Kail & Salthouse, 1994; Salthouse & Pink, 2008;
but see also Fry & Hale, 1996, 2000). Yet, once processing
speed is controlled, age differences in WM are greatly, if not
totally, decreased (Salthouse, 1996, 2010). Similarly, age dif-
ferences across the lifespan (in children, young adults, and
older adults) in WM tasks have been shown to be largely
accounted for by age differences in processing speed and
inhibition (Demetriou et al., 2013; de Ribaupierre, 2002; de
Ribaupierre, Fagot, & Lecerf, 2011).

The empirical link between WM and processing speed
therefore seems well established, at least as concerns age dif-
ferences. The studies that have best demonstrated this link are
those that used relatively complex processing-speed tasks, such
as Salthouse’s (1992) tasks, in which time is limited and the
number of correct items is counted. Fewer studies have relied
on RTs in experimental cognitive tasks and related them to
performance in psychometric tasks. There have been very few
theoretical explanations for this link. The relation betweenWM
and processing speed might depend on a common cause, which
may present a biological substrate (Baltes, Staudinger, &
Lindenberger, 1999). It can also be theorized that speed and
activation power, as the latter has been proposed by Pascual-
Leone, are two faces of a same coin, as we have suggested
elsewhere (e.g., de Ribaupierre, 2000; de Ribaupierre et al.,
2011): Faster processing allows for more items to be
maintained/processed inWMduring a short time frame, leading
to a larger span that can be measured in a WM task; thus, an
increase in speed, due for instance to more cerebral connec-
tions, would drive span. Reciprocally, a larger WM capacity,
which itself is probably due to a larger number of simultaneous-
ly activated connections, allows more items to be processed
simultaneously, leading to a faster RT. In this case, span ac-
counts for speed. It is, at least currently, not possible to disen-
tangle this relation and establish which is the cause andwhich is
the effect (more activation or faster speed of activation).

All of the studies presented above focused on “average”
performance; that is, for each participant, the mean RTs and/or
mean number of correct responses were recorded. However,
several experiments have shown more recently that
intraindividual variability (IIV) in RTor accuracy tasks should
provide important information about cognitive functioning.
Following this line of research, the present article focuses on
IIV in processing speed—that is, on moment-to-moment fluc-
tuations or oscillations within a given task—which has been
demonstrated to constitute a reliable marker of cognitive

health. Interest in IIV has greatly increased in recent years
and developed in various directions, notably in psychometrics
and in aging studies. Thus, Jensen (2006), who has been a
long-time proponent of looking at cognitive speed for the
comprehension of intelligence, has insisted on the theoretical
importance of IIV. For Jensen, IIV is more important, from a
theoretical standpoint, than measures of central tendency, and
is to be considered as a more basic variable than the median
response time, even though both indices are very highly
correlated. He argued that this is because the hypothesized
cause of IIV is the oscillation of a neural excitatory potential:
A slower oscillatory rate (longer period) has been demonstrat-
ed to result in a larger standard deviation (IIV). Jensen also
developed the advantage of faster rates (i.e., less variance in
RTs) in higher cognitive processes; in particular, due to the
rapid decay of information, a rapid rate puts less strain onWM
capacity, limiting the risk of the breakdown of information,
which in turn causes errors.

Higher IIV has indeed been observed in pathological sub-
groups showing lower cognitive functioning (Bodling,
Denney, & Lynch, 2012; Burton, Strauss, Hultsch, Moll, &
Hunter, 2006; de Frias, Dixon, Fisher, & Camicioli, 2007;
Hultsch, MacDonald, Hunter, Levy-Bencheton, & Strauss,
2000; Murtha, Cismaru, Waechter, & Chertkow, 2002;
Shammi, Bosman, & Stuss, 1998; Stuss, Pogue, Buckle, &
Bondar, 1994). Numerous studies have focused on older
adults, and a few on children. Basically, age differences in
IIV present the inverse pattern of the U-curve observed for
mean general cognitive functioning and WM across the
lifespan, with children and older adults showing greater IIV
than do young adults (Li et al., 2004; Williams, Hultsch,
Strauss, Hunter, & Tannock, 2005;Williams, Strauss, Hultsch,
& Hunter, 2007). For Rabbitt, Osman, Moore, and Stollery
(2001), the mean RT is essentially a summary of variability in
RTs; they consider that IIV is more basic than mean speed.
These authors also observed that greater variability was asso-
ciated with lower fluid intelligence (Gf). There is still some
controversy with respect to age differences in older adults.
Note, however, that those studies that have reported a lack of
age differences in IIV either have relied on accuracy scores
rather than RTs in experimental tasks (e.g., Robertson,
Myerson, & Hale, 2006) or have studied variability in a task
repeated within a short period of time; in the latter case, IIV
was computed on relatively few occasions and/or on the
number of correct responses within a limited time rather than
on RTs (e.g., Salthouse, 2007; Salthouse & Berish, 2005;
Salthouse & Nesselroade, 2010).

The theoretical explanation of greater IIV has not been very
articulated yet. As we just mentioned, both Jensen (2006) and
Rabbitt (Rabbitt et al., 2001) suggested that variability is more
basic than the mean response rate. Individual differences in
IIV seem more predictive of other individual differences. This
could also be because extreme responses (i.e., a more skewed
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distribution) better distinguishes individuals from one another;
the worst-performance rule, according to which intelligence
(g) is predicted better by worse-performance than by better-
performance trials, goes in the same direction (Coyle, 2003;
see also Fernandez, Fagot, Dirk, & de Ribaupierre, 2014). This
does not yet explain IIV, but does demonstrate that it should no
longer be neglected. Hultsch and colleagues have proposed
that IIV reflects fluctuations in attentional processes (Hultsch
& MacDonald, 2004; Hultsch, MacDonald, & Dixon, 2002;
Hultsch et al., 2000; Hultsch, Strauss, Hunter, & MacDonald,
2008; Strauss, MacDonald, Hunter, Moll, & Hultsch, 2002).
This attentional-lapse hypothesis is the one that has received
the most attention currently, providing one more reason for
examining the relation between IIVand WM.

Because we were interested in comparing age differences
in IIV across the lifespan and across various tasks, we con-
ducted a study with children, young adults, and older adults,
using a number of RT tasks varying in complexity, as well as
WM tasks. In the present article, we address the question of
whether WM capacity is related to IIV and/or to the mean in
RT tasks, and whether this relation varies over the lifespan. To
achieve this goal, two complementary sets of analyses were
used: (a)an “extreme-group design,” on the model of a num-
ber of studies conducted by Engle and collaborators, in which
low-span and high-span individuals are compared, and (b)a
multivariate design, in which the relations between RT tasks
(mean and IIV in RTs) and WM tasks were analyzed. In the
first approach, we distinguished high-span versus low-span
participants within each age period (childhood, young adult-
hood, and older adulthood) on the basis of two WM tasks.
Specifically, we were interested in determining whether high-
span individuals would be less variable than low-span indi-
viduals. Indeed, if both WM capacity and IIV depend on
attentional resources, one would expect that those individuals
with a larger WM capacity would present fewer attentional
lapses; they would then be less variable from trial to trial. In
other words, one would expect high-span individuals to pres-
ent a smaller IIV in RT tasks. This would also account for age
differences in IIV. However, because RT tasks are often rela-
tively simple, differences between high- and low-span indi-
viduals might be found only in more complex tasks, which
exert a stronger constraint on attentional resources. In the
second approach, using both hierarchical regression analyses
and structural equation modeling, we asked whether IIV and
mean RT both relate toWM, again within each age period, but
this time relying on the total sample. The question amounts to
asking whether these two indices are partly, or perhaps fully,
redundant with respect to variance in WM.

The sample consisted of five age groups: younger children
(9–10 years of age), older children (11–12 years), young
adults (20–30 years), young-old adults (60–69 years), and
old-old adults (70 years and above), to whom two WM tasks
and six experimental RT tasks were administered. For both

sets of analyses (comparison of high- vs. low-span individ-
uals, or multivariate analyses on the entire sample), IIV in the
RT tasks was computed on the basis of the intraindividual
standard deviation (iSD), controlled for age group; this control
made it possible to focus on individual differences in IIV
within each age group, independently of the large age differ-
ences in RT tasks (Hultsch et al., 2002; see the Method
section). We hypothesized that low-span individuals would
be more variable than high-span individuals in the RT tasks,
but that the difference would be more marked in the children
and older adults than in the young adults, and in the more
difficult conditions (e.g., choice RT tasks) than in the easier
condition (simple RT task). The multivariate analyses, in
which all of the tasks were analyzed together, were more
exploratory. The question, in this type of analysis, is not the
magnitude of IIV, but rather how the three sets of variables
organize the individuals, and whether this organization varies
with age.

Method

Participants

The sample consisted of 100 children from 9 to 10 years of age
(mean 9.5 years±0.50; 38 females, 62 males), 101 children
from 11 to 12 (mean 11.50 years±0.50; 54 females, 47males),
137 young adults from 18 to 30 (mean 21.71 years±2.53; 117
females, 20 males), 117 young-old adults from 59 to 69 (mean
64.82 years±2.68; 90 females, 27 males), and 102 old-old
adults aged from 70 to 89 (76.15 years±4.65; 75 females, 27
males). The total sample thus consisted of 557 participants.
Because multivariate analyses were also conducted, only the
individuals who had a fully complete set of data were retained.
The final sample was therefore composed of 539 individuals.
The characteristics of this sample are provided in Table 1.

Children were recruited from urban primary schools in
Geneva with the authorization of the Department of Public
Instruction of the Canton of Geneva. The young adults were
undergraduate psychology students at the University of Ge-
neva, participating for course credit. The older adults were
volunteers recruited from the community, either from the
University of the Third Age of Geneva or through newspaper
and association advertisements for pensioners. All participants
were native French speakers or were fluent in French (more
than 5 years of practice) and had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision.

The study was approved by the ethics committee of the
Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences of the Uni-
versity of Geneva. All adult participants gave written informed
consent, and the older adults received a small amount of
money as compensation for their transportation costs.
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Material and procedure

Both young and older adults were administered the same tasks
in our laboratory during two sessions, one week apart. An
additional session was sometimes necessary for the older
adults to complete the entire battery of tasks.1 Sessions lasted
about 1.5 h. Childrenwere evaluated in a quiet room at school,
during school hours, and were administered the same tasks as
the adults over four or five sessions lasting about 45 min,
distributed over two to three weeks. All tasks were individu-
ally administered on a Dell computer using E-Prime
(Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002), in the same order
for all participants in order to allow for studying inter- and
intraindividual variability.

Processing speed tasks

Six tasks of varying complexity were used to assess speed of
processing: a simple reaction time (SRT) task; two choice
reaction time tasks—line comparison (LI) and cross-square
(CS); two complex visual processing tasks—letter compari-
son (LC) and digit–symbol (DI); and one task classically used
as a measure of resistance to interference—the Stroop color-
word (ST) task.

In the SRT task, adapted from Hultsch et al. (2002), par-
ticipants were asked to press a button as quickly as possible
with their preferred hand when a stimulus appeared in one of
five different positions on the screen. The stimulus appeared
after a fixation point, which had been presented for a variable
durat ion (500, 800, 1,100, 1,400, or 1,700 ms)
pseudorandomly distributed across the trials. The CS task is
a choice reaction time task also adapted from Hultsch et al.
(2002), in which participants were presented two groups of
three crosses, on the left and right parts of the screen,

respectively. They had to rapidly detect on which side one of
the crosses changed into a square. In the LI task, adapted from
Vernon (1987), participants were presented two vertical lines
of different lengths, one on the left part of the screen and the
other on the right part of the screen. They had to rapidly decide
on which side the longest line was located. In the DI task,
adapted from Salthouse (1992), participants had to determine
whether a number–symbol pair was similar to a reference
matrix presented in the upper part of the screen. The SRT,
LI, and CS tasks consisted of 120 items distributed in five
blocks of 24 items. The DI task consisted of 144 items
distributed into five blocks (four blocks containing 30 trials,
and one with 24 trials). In the LC task, adapted from Salthouse
and Prill (1987), participants were required to decide whether
two series of letters (consisting of six or nine consonants, LC6
or LC9) were identical or not. Three blocks of 20 trials were
given for each condition (LC6 and LC9).

For all of these tasks, participants responded using a two-
button device (either Yes/No or Left/Right), except on the SRT
task, which necessitates only a one-button response. The rate
of administration depended on the participant’s response
speed. The stimuli remained on the screen until the response
was given. As soon as the response was given, the following
trial began.

In the ST task (Stroop, 1935), participants were required to
name the color in which words or signs were written. A voice-
key was used to measure reaction times, and the experimenter
rated the response as either correct or wrong. The trials
consisted of French color words (“vert,” “jaune,” “rouge,”
and “bleu”) and signs (““““, ++++, □□□□, ****) that were
presented in green, yellow, red, or blue color. This resulted in
three different conditions: neutral (signs printed in any color,
STn), congruent (color name printed in the same color, STc),
and incongruent (the color name and the presentation color
were different, STi). There were 18 blocks of 24 trials, resulting
in a total of 432 test trials (144 in each condition). Neutral,
congruent, and incongruent items were counterbalanced within
each block. In order to compute the short-term reliability of the
task, and to reduce the participant’s burden, the Stroop task was

1 More tasks than those described in the present article were administered,
including three additional experimental tasks and a questionnaire on
social and physical activities.

Table 1 Sample characteristics

C1 (n = 99) C2 (n=99) YA (n=136) OA (n=111) OOA (n=94)

Age (years) 9.50 (.50) 11.51 (.50) 21.71 (2.55) 64.87 (2.60) 76.19 (4.57)

F/M 62/37 54/45 116/20 85/26 71/23

Fluid Intel.a 34.40 (8.00) 39.79 (6.89) 52.12 (4.91) 39.78 (7.24) 32.69 (9.71)

Vocb na na 34.67 (3.26) 38.13 (4.36) 37.22 (4.88)

Numb_W 14.76 (8.21) 21.53 (10.38) 31.74 (11.98) 27.91 (10.91) 23.13 (12.02)

Numb_pos 39.36 (18.82) 44.71 (21.21) 63.56 (18.23) 43.64 (17.29) 38.23 (16.17)

Presented values represent means and standard deviations (in brackets) for each age group (C1=younger children; C2=older children; YA=young
adults; YOA=young-old adults; OOA=old-old adults). Children were not evaluated for the vocabulary abilities. Fluid Intel=fluid intelligence; Voc=
vocabulary; Numb_W=Total number of correctly recalled words in the Rspan task; Numb_pos=Total number of correctly recalled positions in the
matrices task. a Measured by the Progressive matrices (Raven, 1938); b Measured by the Mill Hill (Deltour, 1993)
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administered over two sessions. In the present study, the three
conditions are considered measures of processing speed.

Additionally, measures of fluid (Raven’s Progressive ma-
trices; Raven, 1938) and crystallized (Mill Hill Vocabulary
Test; Deltour, 1993) intelligence abilities were assessed.

Working memory assessment

Two tasks were used for WM assessment: one verbal (the
reading span test, RSpan; de Ribaupierre & Bailleux, 1995; de
Ribaupierre, Ghisletta, & Lecerf, 2006; Robert, Borella,
Fagot, Lecerf, & de Ribaupierre, 2009, adapted from
Daneman & Carpenter, 1980) and one visuospatial (the ma-
trices task; de Ribaupierre et al., 2006; Lecerf & de
Ribaupierre, 2005). Each task contained two phases: (a)span
assessment and (b)administration of ten trials at span level and
administration of ten trials at span+1 level. The first phase
was used to classify participants as being high or low-span
individuals.

In the RSpan task, participants were instructed to read a
series of sentences presented sequentially on the computer
screen and to decide whether or not each sentence was seman-
tically correct. In parallel, they were asked to memorize the
final word of each sentence and to orally recall all of them at the
end of the series. Each word was presented only once through-
out the task. In the span assessment phase, three trials of
different levels of complexity (from two to six sentences) were
presented in an ascending procedure. The procedure stopped
whenever the participant failed all three trials at a given com-
plexity level. The span level was defined as the last level at
which at least two trials were entirely correct. The score used to
determine whether individuals were low- or high-span was the
total number of correctly recalled words; the maximal score
was 60 words. In the second phase, 20 trials were administered:
ten at the span level and ten at the span+1 level. The task was
repeated oneweek later, so that the total number of trials was 40
(20 by span level). The mean number of correctly recalled
words for each level of difficulty was used as the score.

The matrices task was also composed of two phases. In the
span assessment phase, a 5 × 5 grid containing blackened cells
was presented to the participants. The distribution of the cells
was random, except that obvious and/or compact patterns
were avoided. Participants had to recall the position of the
black cells and to replace them on a blank grid by touching the
screen. Three trials of different complexity level (from two to
eight black cells) were presented in an ascending procedure.
The procedure stopped whenever the participant failed all
three trials at a given complexity level. As for the RSpan task,
the span level was defined as the last level at which at least two
trials were entirely correct. The score used to determine wheth-
er individuals were low- or high-span was the total number of
correctly recalled positions; the maximal score was 81 posi-
tions. The subsequent phases comprised two experimental

conditions, the simple matrices task and the double matrices
task. The simple matrices task was similar to the one used for
span assessment (i.e., recall the position of the blackened
cells). In the double matrices task, words were placed in the
cells, and participants had to recall both the words and their
positions. No word was repeated throughout the task. Recall
was oral for the words, and by touching the screen for the
positions. For the simple matrices (positions only), ten trials
were administered at the span level and ten at the span+1
level, and for the double matrices (words and positions) tasks,
ten trials were administered at the span+1 level and ten trials at
the span+2 level. The score was the mean number of correctly
retained items for each difficulty level, keeping words and
positions separate; that is, there were four position scores (the
number of correctly retained positions in the simple and in the
double matrices task, for each span level) and two word scores
(the number of correctly retained words in the double matrices
task, at the levels span+1 and span+2).

Practice trials were given before each task, and WM per-
formance was recorded by the experimenter on an ad-hoc
protocol for both tasks.

Analyses

Data preparation for the processing speed measures (RTs)

Only RTs associated with correct responses were considered.
In addition, RTs were trimmed as follows: extremely fast
responses (RTs below 150 ms for the SRT, LI, and CS tasks;
200 ms for ST and AT tasks; and 500 ms for the LC and DI
tasks) and extremely slow responses (RTs above 1,000 ms for
the SRT task; 1,500 ms for the LI and CS tasks; 2,000 ms for
the inhibition tasks; 5,000 ms for the LC task; and 12,000 ms
for the DI task). Cleaning of the data resulted in an average
loss of 1.06 % of the data (0.003 %–3.79 %, depending on the
task and the age group).

Both the intraindividual mean (iM) and the intraindividual
standard deviation (iSD) were computed for each task sepa-
rately, and for each condition when relevant. iMs and iSDs
were then residualized for the age group effect in order to
explore the effect of WM abilities on processing speed inde-
pendently of the group’s level of performance. The data were
then standardized and transformed into T-scores.

Group comparisons

Low/high-span assessment A composite score, taking into
account both verbal and visuospatial components, was com-
puted to assess WM span as follows: The total number of
correctly recalled words in the RSpan task (span assessment
phase) and the total number of correctly recalled positions in
the matrices task (span assessment) were standardized, trans-
formed into T- scores, and then averaged into a composite
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score. Terciles were computed within each age group for this
composite score, to determine low-span (N=176 across the
entire sample), middle (N=213), and high-span (N=179) in-
dividuals. Among the low-span individuals, only those who
were low-span in one of the two WM span tasks and either
low or middle in the other span task (as determined by another
tercile analysis) were retained for further analysis.2 The same
procedure was used with the high-span individuals: Only
those who were high in one of the two WM span tasks and
either high or middle in the other were kept for the analyses.
The final sample consisted of 167 low-span individuals and
159 high-span individuals. The low- and high-span individ-
uals were equivalent with respect to most other characteristics.
They differed, nevertheless, on three variables: Low-span
individuals presented lower scores in fluid intelligence (Pro-
gressive Matrices), and in the vocabulary test (used only in
adults) than did high-span individuals; low-span individuals
were also significantly younger than the high-span individuals
in the children and young-adult groups.

Analyses of the span effect Analyses of variance were carried
out on (a)the intraindividual mean level of performance (iM)
and (b)the intraindividual standard deviation (iSD) in these
nine processing-speed conditions, with Age Group (five
groups) and WM Span (high and low) as between-subjects
factors (2 × 5 design). Because we hypothesized that span
effects would be different across the lifespan, planned com-
parisons testing the span effect in each age group were con-
ducted for each task/condition.

Multivariate analyses3

As we mentioned in the introduction, multivariate analyses
were carried out to test whether the relations between WM
span, on the one hand, and the mean level of speed or the
intraindividual variability in speed, on the other hand, were
similar in the different age groups. This type of analysis
differed from the analysis of the span effect in two ways. First,
the entire sample was taken into consideration, rather than
only those participants included in two of the three terciles.

Second, this was a multivariate, correlational analysis, asking
whether the organization of the variables was the same in the
different age groups; it did not address the magnitude of IIV.
An additional question was whether the mean speed and
standard deviation were overlapping or independent in how
they accounted for differences in WM performance. Such
analyses are rather complex and extensive. Therefore, for
reasons of space, only a restricted set of them are presented
here. The analyses presented below were all conducted on the
T- scores for each task—that is, on scores residualized for age
group and standardized by age group. This was in keeping
with the general objective of this article, to analyze individual
differences within each of the three large age periods consid-
ered. Two types of analyses were used.

First, hierarchical regression analyses were conducted
on the WM scores, taken as dependent variables. In this
analysis, the second phases of the WM tasks were ana-
lyzed. The eight WM scores were grouped as follows: (1)
reading span (average of two scores), (2)positions in the
matrices tasks (average of four scores), and (3)words in the
double matrices task (average of two scores). This group-
ing was supported by correlational and factor analyses (see
also the structural equation modeling analyses, below).
Two models were compared in which the WM score was
regressed on the two RT indicators by an Enter method
(using SPSS 22): a model in which the mean RT was
entered first and the standard deviation entered second,
and a model in which the order was reversed. The R2

change was then analyzed.
Second, confirmatory factor analyses and structural equa-

tion modeling were performed, in which all of the RT mean
scores and the RT SD scores were used as the observed
variables. The same 26 scores (eight WM scores and 18 RT
scores) were used in structural equation modeling, using
Lisrel 8.72 (Joreskög & Sörbom, 2005). More details on these
analyses will be provided in the Results section.

Results

The results will be described in two parts: (a)group comparison
of the high- and low-span individuals for each of the RT tasks,
and (b)multivariate analyses conducted on the entire sample.

Group comparison

Raw data in milliseconds concerning both the means and IIV
are presented in the Appendix, in Tables 5 (iMs) and 6 (ISDs).
Figure 1 illustrates the raw results for one task, DI.

Mean level of performance The results of the 2 × 5 ANOVAs
carried out on the mean level of performance showed a

2 The interest of using a composite score is to ensure that high-span
individuals are those who present the best overall performance. However,
because the correlation between the two tasks was not perfect, a low-span
participant in one task might be high span in the other, or an individual
with a middle span in both tasks might be considered as high-span
overall. Hence, we conducted this second check, by which the individuals
who were high/low (or low/high) or middle/middle were further filtered;
this concerned a total of 29 individuals, overall.
3 We thank one anonymous referee, as well as the editor, who insisted on
the interest and importance of including multivariate analyses in the
present article, in order to explore further the relationship between WM,
on the one hand, and the average level and intraindividual variability in
the RT tasks, on the other.
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significant span effect in the nine tasks/conditions [SRT: F(1,
325) = 13.00, p < .001, ηp

2 = .040; CS: F(1, 325) = 14.44, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .044; LI: F(1, 325) = 14.40, p < .001, ηp
2 = .044; DI:

F(1, 325) = 44.68, p < .001, ηp
2 = .124; LC6:F(1, 325) = 14.82,

p < .001, ηp
2 = .045; LC9: F(1, 325) = 4.91, p = .027, ηp

2 =
.015; STn: F(1, 325) = 14.81, p < .001, ηp

2 = .045; STc: F(1,
325) = 7.14, p = .008, ηp

2 = .022; STi: F(1, 325) = 15.13, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .046]. These results show that low-span individuals
were slower than high-span individuals across all the tasks.
Because the data were residualized for age group, no main
effect of age was found. The results also displayed a significant
Age × Span interaction in the digit–symbol task [F(4, 352) =
2.49, p = .044, η2 = .031], indicating that the span effect was
significant only for children and older adults (all ps < .01), but
not for young adults. The Age × Span interactions were not
significant in the other tasks. However, planned comparisons
showed consistent results:Whichever the condition, span effects
were not significant for young adults. In contrast, in younger
children and old-old adults (>70 years old), a span effect was
almost systematically found. In the youngest children, as well as
in the oldest adults, low-span individuals were slower than high-
span individuals. The results were less regular in the older
children and in the young-old adults. The detailed results of
the planned comparisons are presented in Table 2 (first panel).

Intraindividual variability Similar results were found for IIV.
The main effect of span was significant in all tasks [SRT: F(1,
325) = 16.51, p < .001, ηp

2 = .050; LI: F(1, 325) = 14.24, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .043; CS: F(1, 325) = 12.84, p < .001, ηp
2 = .039;

DI: F(1, 325) = 30.05, p < .001, ηp
2 = .087; LC6: F(1, 325) =

12.05, p = 001, ηp
2 = .037; STn: F(1, 325) = 20.77, p < .001,

ηp
2 = .062; STc: F(1, 325) = 10.20, p = .002, ηp

2 = .031; STi:
F(1, 325) = 17.31, p < .001, ηp

2 = .052], with the exception of
the nine-letters condition in the LC task [F(1, 357) = 1.45, p =
.229, ηp

2 = .005]. These findings indicate that low-span indi-
viduals were more variable in their RTs than were high-span
individuals. A significant Age × Span interaction was also
observed in the digit–symbol task and in the neutral condition
of the Stroop task [F(4, 325) = 2.48, p = .044, ηp

2 = .033, and
F(4, 325) = 3.05, p = .017, ηp

2 = .037, respectively]. This
interaction was not significant in the other tasks. However, as

is illustrated in Fig. 1, planned comparisons showed a significant
span effect on RT variability mostly in younger children (9–
10 years old) and in old-old adults, but also in older children and
young-old adults. Young adults did not show any span effect on
RT variability (see Table 2, second panel, for the detailed results).

Multivariate analyses

Regression analyses The objective of these regression analy-
ses was to assess whether the mean RT (iM) and the variability
in RTs (iSD) accounted for different parts of the variance in the
WM tasks. Three WM composite scores were used as depen-
dent variables, and two models were tested for each age group,
shown in Table 3: (a)All of the iM RTs were entered as a block
of variables (i.e., nine variables), followed by all of the iSDRTs
(nine variables); and (b)all of the iSD RTs were entered,
followed by the iM RTs. The results showed that both types
of scores explained a moderate amount of the variance ob-
served in the WM scores (significant R2s in all analyses),
varying between 7 % and 25 %, depending on the age group
and the task. The amount of variance explained was slightly
lower in the young adults (R2 ranging from 7 % to 22 %) than
in both the children (R2 ranging from 14 % to 25 %) and the
older adults (R2 ranging from 14% to 22 %). In most cases, iM
and iSD accounted for similar amounts of variance and showed
high overlap. Their joint contribution was usually slightly
higher than either score alone. However, only in a few cases
was the difference significant, in particular for positions.

Structural equation modeling A large number of analyses
were conducted with Lisrel, and several models were tested.
They are not all reported here, for the sake of space. Prelimi-
nary confirmatory factor analyses were used, to assess the
possibility of defining latent variables for each of the groups
of variables (i.e., RT iM, RT iSD, andWMscores), either on the
raw scores or on the T-scores residualized for age, and within
each age group. These supported the feasibility of structural
equation modeling analyses. For each of the three groups of
variables, we observed that the best solutions consisted of three
correlated factors: simple RT tasks (SRT, line comparison, and
cross-square tasks), complex RT tasks (digit–symbol and letter

Fig. 1 Digit–symbol task: (a) Mean reaction times (in milliseconds) and (b) individual standard deviations (iSD, in milliseconds) by age groups, as a
function of working memory capacity (high/low span). Error bars represent standard deviations
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comparison tasks), and the Stroop task (three conditions). This
grouping was the best solution for both the iM and iSD scores,
so that one might wonder whether these two types of scores
could be grouped. Yet, analyzing iM and iSD in a single
analysis showed that it was preferable to keep either six latent
variables (three correlated variables for the iM and three corre-
lated variables for the iSD scores) or two “general” factors,
grouping all iM scores on the one hand, and all iSD scores on
the other hand, rather than combining iM and iSD. As concerns
the WM scores, the best model turned out to be one defining
three correlated latent variables: RSpan, words in the matrices
double task, and positions in both the simple and the double
matrices. This organization into three factors for each of the
types of variable was preferable in each of the age groups.

In order to analyze the relationship between all of the
variables, we decided to adopt a model postulating a single
factor for each type of variable (iM, iSD, and WM), even
though this organization was not optimal. Keeping three latent
variables for each type would evidently have made the
between-variable relationships too complex to analyze. Thus,
the model retained and tested for each age group was based on
three “general” factors: mean RT performance, IIV in RTs, and
meanWM. It was contrasted with alternative models, defining

either one, two, or three factors for all of the variables, and
varying in a number of other characteristics, such as in how
the manifest variables were equalized and whether the error
variances correlated for the same condition.

Figure 2 presents the model finally retained and tested in
each age group; in this model, the speed scores were corre-
lated, andWM scores were regressed on the speed scores, in
conformity with our hypothesis. The results presented here
(see Table 4 for the values) are based on the T- scores,
implying that all age effects have been controlled for. This
model did not present a very good fit. This was to be
expected. Indeed, as we just mentioned, we simplified the
structure and defined a single factor by types of variable.
Moreover, we found high collinearity among the speed
scores. This was therefore already a good sign that the
analyses did converge. The organization depicted in Fig. 2
was the best model in all age groups. This implies that the
mean and the IIV should be considered independent vari-
ables, even though they are very highly correlated (ranging
from .80 to .90). Grouping all of the RT variables into a
single latent variable rather than distinguishing iM and iSD
scores yielded a significantly worse fit. As can be seen, the
results were very similar for all of the age groups. The

Table 2 Summary of span effects on processing speed

C1 (n=61) C2 (n=62) YA (n=83) YOA (n=66) OOA (n=54)

Mean Performance

SRT .003 .051 .754 .187 .183

LI .005 .166 .713 .040 .095

CS .009 .704 .483 .022 .021

DI .007 <.001 .370 .007 <.001

LC6 .037 .045 .630 .097 .031

LC9 .751 .128 .769 .073 .043

STn .030 .009 .392 .680 .021

STc .002 .070 .489 .389 .372

STi .057 .030 .384 .199 .023

Variability (iSD)

SRT .012 .020 .789 .050 .071

LI .041 .044 .624 .118 .035

CS .014 .948 .174 .100 .013

DI .008 <.001 .840 .040 .003

LC6 .048 .116 .652 .049 .102

LC9 .648 .411 .773 .009 .283

STn .003 .081 .888 .432 <.001

STc .028 .159 .640 .776 .003

STi .199 .071 .663 .019 .002

These represent the p values of planned comparisons testing for the span effect in each age group (C1=younger children; C2=older children; YA=young
adults; YOA=young-old adults; OOA=old-old adults) for mean performance and interindividual variability in the different processing-speed tasks.
SRT=simple reaction time task; LI=lines comparison task; CS=cross Square task; DI=digit symbol task; LC6=letter comparison task (6 letters); LC9=
letter comparison task (9 letters); ST=Stroop task (STn=neutral condition; STc=congruent condition; STi=incongruent condition). Significant effects
are in bold
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variance in WM was not fully accounted for by the RT latent
variables; it is interesting to note that RT iSD related more
strongly to WM than RT iM. Other analyses conducted on the
raw scores showed, in contrast, that mean RT accounted for a
large part of the age effects. Incidentally, the same model was
also used to test the relation of these three variables with
Raven’s Progressive Matrices (PM). PM was regressed on
the WM latent variable (Beta parameter), itself regressed on
RT iM and RT iSD (see Panel b of Table 4). These results
turned out to be very equivalent to those obtained for the three
sets of variables, and the Beta parameter from WM to PM
varied from .39 to .42, depending on the age group. This was
also true for the “saturations” of all manifest variables into the
latent variables (Lambda parameters), which varied from the
.40s to the .90s, depending on the task. Even though the results
were so similar for the three age groups, a fully invariant model
in which all parameters were kept identical for each age group
turned out to be much worse, or even did not converge.

Discussion

The objective of this article was to address the relationships
between speed (RTs) and WM capacity. In particular, we
asked whether both the average response speed (mean RT)
and intraindividual variability (IIV) in processing speed relate
to WM capacity, whether this relationship is stronger for one

indicator or the other, and whether it varies across the lifespan.
Scores were residualized for age group (and standardized to
allow for grouping the scores, when relevant), so as to focus on
individual differences within each large age period. Two per-
spectives were adopted to analyze the results, and will be used
to structure the discussion, too. First, a group approach was
used, in which high-span and low-span individuals were com-
pared within each age group. Participants were selected using a
tercile method, and those belonging to the middle tercile were
not included. On the basis of the literature, our hypothesis was
that low-span individuals would not only be slower than high-
span individuals, but probably more variable as well. Indeed, it
has been shown that low-span and high-span individuals differ
in terms of attentional resources (e.g., Engle, 2002). Because IIV
is considered to reflect lapses in attentional control, it should be
greater in individuals with fewer attentional resources—that is,
in low-span individuals and/or in children and older adults. We
also hypothesized that IIV would be larger in more complex
tasks. In a second approach, relying on regression and structural
equation modeling—this time including all of the participants
(rather than only the high- and low-span ones)—we investigated
whether both the mean and IIV in RTs were related to WM
capacity. These analyses were more exploratory. First, we did
not know whether it would be possible to fit a model with the
two types of indices, given their high collinearity. Second, we
did not have a strong a priori hypothesis. Indeed, the question
now becomes whether the mean or the standard deviation is a

Table 3 Regression analyses: R2 and R2 change values by age group, variable, and model

Variables Entered Dependent Variable Children (N=198) YA (N=136) OA (N=205)

R2 R2 Change R2 R2 Change R2 R2 Change

Model 1 Reading Span

iM RT .141 .066 .154

iSD RT .203 .063 .117 .051 .195 .041

Model 2

iSD RT .140 .059 .141 .053

iM RT .203 .063 .117 .059 .195

Model 1 Matrices: Positions

iM RT .206 .163 .190

iSD RT .249 .044 .223 .060 .223 .033

Model 2

iSD RT .213 .094 .141

iM RT .249 .036 .223 .129 .223 .082

Model 1 Matrices: Words

iM RT .153 .094 .192

iSD RT .236 .083 .143 .049 .216 .024

Model 2

iSD RT .156 .094 .142

iM RT .236 .080 .143 .049 .216 .074

p < .05 indicated in bold
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better predictor of WM capacity, and whether these two indices
are redundant.

Group comparison

The results supported our main hypotheses, concerning the role
of span and its variation with age. Note first that the raw RTs
showed the usual age differences, whether in the entire sample
or in the span groups: Young adults were faster and less variable
than both children and older adults, as would be expected. These
age differences demonstrate the necessity to control for the level
of the RTs (via control of age group, in the present article), in
order to disentangle IIV from the mean, as well as individual
differences from developmental differences (e.g., Hultsch et al.,
2000). As we mentioned, analyses of variance were then con-
ducted on the residualized (for age group) and standardized
scores (in T-scores). Consistently with our hypothesis, a span
effect was observed in most tasks, indicating that high-span
individuals were both faster and less variable than low-span
individuals. This distinction between high-span and low-span
participants was observed only in children and older adults, but

not in young adults. Moreover, a difference was present in
almost all conditions in the youngest and oldest groups; a
significant span effect was less systematically observed in older
children and young-old adults. The span effect can thus be
summarized by saying that the younger or the older the partic-
ipants, the larger the difference between low- and high-span
individuals. Once again, it should be stressed that, because age
group was controlled for, the differences reflect within-age-
group individual differences, and not age differences.

Because we were interested in assessing whether IIV varies
with complexity, we conducted a rough task analysis of com-
plexity. Our hypothesis was that the nine experimental condi-
tions would address two types of complexity, which might not
be exclusive: the quantity of information to process, and the
misleadingness of information. This distinction is akin to the
two mechanisms supposed to be at work in WM tasks, in
particular by Pascual-Leone (1987)—that is, M power (or the
focus of attention, in Cowan’s model) and inhibition. The first
type of complexity allows for roughly ordering most tasks in
three groups, of ascending complexity: (1)simple reaction
time (SRT), (2)line comparison (LI) and cross-square (CS),

Fig. 2 Structural equation modeling: Model retained for between-task
relationships. Analyses were run on T-scores on the total sample,
residualized for age. SRT, simple reaction time task; LI, line comparison
task; CS, cross-square task; DI, digit–symbol task; LC, letter comparison
task (LC6=six letters, LC9=nine letters); ST, Stroop task (STN=Stroop

neutral, STC=Stroop congruent, STI=Stroop incongruent conditions);
RS, reading span task; SP, matrices simple task, positions; DP, matrices
double task, positions; DW, matrices double task, words. sd=
intraindividual standard deviation; m=mean score; N, span level; N1,
span+1 level
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and (3)digit–symbol (DI) and letter comparison, which can
itself be divided into two subgroups (LC6 and LC9). The sixth
task, namely the Stroop task, has to be considered apart. It is not
a complex task; indeed, it is not difficult to name the color of an
item, and might not even require controlled attention. The task
is, however, misleading, because the prepotent response (i.e.,
reading) has to be suppressed, and a less familiar, although easy,
response (i.e., naming the color) has to be activated. Obviously,
only the incongruent condition makes the Stroop task difficult;
however, because trials of the three conditions were randomly
distributed across the task, the congruent and neutral conditions
now also required controlled resources. Yet, this was not the
same kind of controlled attention that was required in the first
three groups of tasks. Our hypothesis was thus that IIV would
increase with complexity, and/or with misleadingness.

The mean raw RTs supported this analysis: RTs were
relatively short for SRT, somewhat longer for LI and CS,
much longer for DI, and longest for LC 6 and LC9, with a
clear distinction between the latter two conditions. The Stroop
task was somewhat more difficult than LI and CS, but easier
than DI, and presented the expected interference effect (i.e.,
RTs that were longer in the incongruent than in the neutral and
congruent conditions). This grouping was also supported by
confirmatory factor analyses conducted on the entire sample
(again on T-scores), with the difference that SRTwas grouped
with two other tasks to allow for identification of a latent
variable. So, the best model, whether for the mean scores or
the standard deviations, consisted of three latent variables:
simple processing speed (SRT, LI, and CS), complex speed
(DI, LC6, and LC9), and the three Stroop conditions.

In contrast, the hypothesis, according to which task com-
plexity should additionally contribute to the differences be-
tween high- and low-span individuals, was not supported by
the findings: There were no more differences between high-
and low-span individuals in the more complex task, in any of
the age groups. When a span effect was observed in an age
group, it did not systematically appear in the more complex
task. For instance, the most difficult condition of the LC task
(i.e., the condition in which one had to compare two series of
nine letters rather than two series of six letters) did not signif-
icantly differentiate high from low span, even in young chil-
dren; only the older low-span adults were slower (but not
more variable) in this task. When the two groups differed
significantly in an easy task (e.g., SRT), they were not sys-
tematically also more variable in more complex ones.

One can ask why more complex tasks did not discriminate
high-span from low-span individuals more than did simpler
tasks. Of course, our coarse analyses might be erroneous; task
analyses are always subject to controversy because of the
rather high degree of inference they require. Yet, the raw
RTs, which may be considered as some kind of proxy for the
difficulty of the tasks—but note that RTs are far from being
unequivocal—broadly supported our analyses. It might also
be the case that the complexity of the tasks is not a good
criterion to distinguish low- from high-span individuals. More
probably, however, the difference in complexity between the
tasks used in the present study was not large enough to tax
attentional resources differently in the two groups of individ-
uals. Moreover, the difference among the RT tasks might be
addressing another type of attention than attentional resources,

Table 4 Structural equation modeling analyses: Summary of results

Children Young Adults Old Adults Total Sample
198 136 205 539

(a) Analyses of RT iM, RT SD, and WM Scores

χ2(285) 685.5 447.1 663.01 1203.2

GFI .79 .80 .80 .85

SRMR .11 .096 .11 .092

RTm–RTsd (corr) .80 .90 .81

RTm–WM (Beta) –.15 –.06 –.11 –.29

RTsd–WM (Beta) –.32 –.26 –.32 –.13

(b) Analyses of RT iM, RT SD, WM Scores, and Progressive matrices

χ2(311) 724.5 480.51 724.6 1310.5

GFI .78 .79 .79 .85

SRMR .10 .098 .11 .092

RTm–RTsd (corr) .80 .90 .82 .81

RTm–WM (Beta) –.15 –.04 –.09 –.12

RTsd–WM (Beta) –.34 –.29 –.35 –.32

WM-PM .42 .39 .41 .39

GFI, goodness-of-fit index; SRMR, standardized root mean square residual; RTm–RTsd (corr), Correlation between the latent variable (LV) RT mean
and the LV RT SD; RTm–WM, β parameter linking LV RT mean and LV WM; RTsd–WM, β parameter linking LV RT SD and LV WM
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in the sense of Cowan’s focus of attention or Pascual-Leone’s
M capacity (i.e., the attention required to keep a certain
quantity of information simultaneously available in short-
term memory and to effortfully process it). After all, the type
of cognitive processing required by the LC or the DI task is
perhaps not more complex than the processing required in the
CS task. One could thus speculate that the major difference
between the various RT tasks used here was not in terms of
attentional resources only. This hypothesis would require
another set of tasks to be administered. Yet, attentional re-
sources are altogether required in all of these tasks, as attested
by the difference observed between high and low span in a
number of age groups. This is not an all-or-none matter: Low-
span individuals do not fail in these RT tasks, nor do they
show more errors, as they probably would in other, more
complex cognitive tasks. They are just slower or more vari-
able. Once again, it is interesting to note that, among young
adults, the high-span individuals no did not have an advantage
over low-span individuals. A finer, and purely descriptive,
analysis of the scores and raw times showed that the low-
span young adults were generally as good, or even better, than
the high-span individuals in the other age groups. It thus
cannot simply be concluded that high-span individuals are
usually better than low-span individuals.

Multivariate analyses

Multivariate analyses provided another light on the relation-
ship between WM capacity and the mean and/or IIV in RTs,
by analyzing several or even all tasks jointly, and using all
participants from the same age period. These analyses showed
first that, as would be expected, RT did relate toWM tasks, but
did not account for all of the variance. Regression analyses,
conducted on three different composite scores (reading span,
positions in the matrices task, and words in the matrices task)
showed that the mean RT and IIV in RTs accounted for about
the same amounts of variance and did not systematically bring
an increment in variance explained, relative to each other;
only in some cases did the addition of mean RT to IIV bring
a small supplementary proportion of variance. Together, the
two scores accounted for a slightly larger part of the variance
in children and older adults (between 20 % and 25 %) than in
young adults, and in the matrices positions than in reading
span tasks. These differences were not very large, though.

Structural equation modeling analyses confirmed this rela-
tionship. Interestingly, they showed that bothmean RTand IIV
could be entered simultaneously in the model; although they
were not very high, moderate fits were obtained. Moreover,
the two scores were not redundant. That is, the fit was better if
two factors (latent variables, one for the mean speed and one
for IIV) were distinguished, rather than all of the RT scores
being combined into a general speed factor; the mean factor
and the IIV factor were nevertheless very strongly correlated.

Finally, and more surprisingly, the model that proved most
satisfactory in each age group was identical. We did not have
precise a priori hypotheses as to between-group differences in
the relationships, but, given the results obtained in the high-
span versus low-span comparisons, we would have predicted
that IIVwould play amore important role in children and older
adults than in young adults. Instead, in all three age groups,
IIV seemed to play a more important role than mean RT
(except when analyzing the total sample): The β (Beta) values
were close to .30 for IIV, but lower for mean RT. Amodel with
invariant parameter values across the age groups was not
adequate (i.e., measurement invariance), which is a sign of
slight differences between them.

In sum, our results showed that low-span individuals were
both slower and more variable than high-span individuals
among children and older adults, but not among young adults,
and in most tasks. The concept of attentional resources, which
was discussed in the introduction, might account for this link
between higher/lower performance in WM span tasks, on the
one hand, and IIV in processing-speed tasks, on the other.

Note, however, that low-span individuals were not only
more variable, but also slower. They tended to obtain lower
scores on the other tasks that we used, such as fluid intelligence
or vocabulary. Thus, our data do not point to a specific link
between WM capacity and IIV. In other words, IIV does not
seem to bring much additional information, beyond that pro-
vided by the mean; of course, the argument could be
reverted—that is, the mean does not bring much additional
information on top of IIV. Multivariate analyses showed con-
vergent results: Themean RTand IIV do seem to relate more or
less similarly to WM capacity, with analyses in children and
older adults pointing to a slightly larger role for IIV in account-
ing for WM capacity. Further studies are obviously needed,
using other, more diversified RT tasks that would tax more
attentional resources than did the ones used in the present
study, to determine whether the RT mean and IIV provide
redundant or complementary information. Our present, provi-
sional interpretation is that the closer the task demands are to
the limits of the participants’ attentional resources (as is prob-
ably the case in children and older adults), the more variable
the performance may be. That is, the complexity of the tasks
and their effects on individual differences need to be analyzed
relative to the participants’ levels of functioning: A complex
task might generate a larger difference between individuals
when it is at or beyond the limits of their resources, but not
necessarily when it can be mastered relatively easily by all
participants. This hypothesis will need to be tested with more
complex tasks that will tax more of the participants’ attentional
resources than any of the tasks that were used here.

Author note The present study was conducted with the support of the
Swiss National Foundation (Grant No. 100011-107764, PI: A.d.R.)
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Appendix

Table 5 Raw reaction times (in milliseconds): Mean performance by span (high vs. low span), experimental condition, and age group

iM C1 C2 YA YOA OOA

Low Span n=32 n=31 n=40 n=33 n=31

SRT 401.05 (80.12) 354.55 (56.73) 273.73 (35.82) 330.68 (74.46) 351.32 (74.45)

LI 629.76 (97.13) 536.78 (78.49) 371.58 (41.31) 466.34 (86.7) 491.67 (80.37)

CS 557.56 (97.82) 450.42 (76.6) 330.27 (38.75) 440.26 (86.29) 465.04 (76.37)

DI 2,052.37 (446.34) 1,782.95 (456.55) 1,070.58 (190.51) 1,684.55 (345.25) 1,920.05 (386.69)

LC6 4,525.62 (1344.62) 3,518.43 (1100.22) 1,887.96 (384.82) 2,908.53 (624.81) 3,358.82 (828.94)

LC9 5,875.05 (1652.89) 5,025.32 (1444.61) 2,753.78 (667.4) 4,273.44 (916.22) 4,948.89 (1,292.57)

STn 928.41 (137.35) 831.5 (128.16) 603.52 (79.95) 718.72 (103.21) 771.41 (111.76)

STc 869.73 (129.63) 792.69 (113.46) 611.94 (87.69) 724.55 (116.48) 750.02 (109.77)

STi 1,109.44 (166.22) 1,009.9 (146.61) 728.08 (111.02) 919.85 (145.8) 1,006.28 (182.05)

High Span n=29 n=31 n=43 n=33 n=23

SRT 354.74 (70.39) 324.34 (47.4) 269.55 (32.38) 310.95 (60.42) 329.67 (70.61)

LI 576.21 (103.54) 511.25 (79.76) 365.8 (40.42) 429.31 (49.91) 458.78 (60.49)

CS 505.95 (118.11) 443.05 (94.06) 318.51 (37.48) 396.95 (55.31) 417.36 (63.24)

DI 1,817.1 (412.96) 1,390.68 (300.61) 1,004.02 (211.75) 1,431.66 (194.01) 1,575.75 (252.26)

LC6 3,996.7 (1335.84) 3,122 (944.22) 1,789.21 (457.05) 2,530.22 (369.08) 2,774.69 (815.62)

LC9 5,804.21 (1439.56) 4,610.55 (1,188.31) 2,805.29 (650.35) 3,711.47 (692.85) 4,138.22 (1,052.36)

STn 819.56 (136.88) 795.66 (133.14) 586.26 (73.83) 694.1 (88.58) 740.29 (95.33)

STc 779.63 (128.95) 753.18 (122.81) 596.46 (79.96) 707.7 (95.83) 748.78 (120.61)

STi 990.85 (177.5) 961.31 (161.46) 711.77 (96.25) 853.45 (131.37) 952.95 (141.94)

Mean performance (in ms) by age group (C1=younger children; C2=older children; YA=young adults; YOA=young-old adults; OOA=old-old adults)
and by task. Standard deviations are presented in brackets. SRT=simple reaction time task; LI=lines comparison task; CS=cross Square task; DI=digit
symbol task; LC6=letter comparison task (6 letters); LC9=letter comparison task (9 letters); ST=Stroop task (STn=neutral condition; STc=congruent
condition; STi=incongruent condition)

Table 6 Raw reaction times: Individual standard deviation (iSD) by span (high vs. low span), experimental condition, and age group

iSD C1 C2 YA YOA OOA

Low Span n=32 n=31 n=40 n=33 n=31

SRT 105.12 (20.37) 91.49 (23.37) 58.8 (17.44) 73.69 (17.27) 83.16 (21.59)

LI 161.79 (33.82) 139.11 (41.56) 77.33 (19.76) 100.36 (30.52) 119.59 (42.78)

CS 180.85 (45.83) 133.63 (42.6) 81.82 (22.71) 113.95 (28.33) 130.21 (33.74)

DI 677.35 (139.99) 574.25 (184.12) 293.39 (78.68) 479.69 (113.92) 516.3 (103.13)

LC6 1,627.47 (615.17) 1,241.99 (548.48) 563.17 (150.41) 913.5 (242.6) 973.68 (303.03)

LC9 2,209.65 (580.21) 1,821.35 (613.43) 874.83 (269.25) 1,431.63 (312.21) 1,483.34 (387.09)

STn 263.48 (65.1) 223.68 (67.84) 106.17 (32.29) 135.83 (37.5) 163.95 (53.3)

STc 238.37 (55.13) 205.83 (57.56) 118.57 (28.8) 139.76 (25.59) 162.96 (48.66)

STi 282.32 (60.08) 258.31 (50.74) 151.77 (41.12) 196.22 (46.63) 217.65 (62.48)

High Span n=29 n=31 n=43 n=33 n=23

SRT 92.1 (29.29) 79.45 (19.21) 57.6 (19.34) 63.89 (17.58) 73.35 (13.79)

LI 145.96 (42.48) 122.75 (22.52) 73.7 (20.83) 88.41 (24.69) 102.03 (22.44)

CS 158.55 (54) 134.22 (38.88) 71.33 (23.26) 99.7 (28.37) 106.75 (24.87)

DI 608.17 (165.3) 472.4 (135.87) 289.33 (112.21) 405.9 (95.72) 420.89 (72.53)

LC6 1,473.15 (500.19) 1,095.25 (412.49) 517.77 (172.05) 714.61 (175.36) 792.92 (310.62)

LC9 2,299.13 (588.89) 1,716.78 (575.95) 887.18 (268.01) 1,142.24 (274.75) 1,364.45 (511.52)
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